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May 26,2011 

San Francisco Urban Forestry Council 
City Hall, Room 421 
One Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett, Jr. Place 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Re: 	 Objection to Landmark Tree Nomination of Acacia at 2853 Vallejo Street 
Hearing May 27, 2011; 8:30 a.m. 

Dear Council members: 

This office represents, Lawrence 1. Ellison, the owner of the property located at 2850 
Broadway Street in San Francisco, in a civil action pursuant to the San Francisco Tree Dispute 
Ordinance to restore his views currently obstructed by trees and vegetation on the property 
located at 2853 Vallejo Street. One of the trees obstructing the views, and which is at issue in 
this litigation, is the blackwood acacia tree currently nominated by the homeowner for landmark 
status. 

On behalf of the owner of2850 Broadway, we oppose the application because: 1) the tree 
does not meet the criteria for landmark status; 2) the owners and their attorney have made the 
application as part ofa litigation tactic in a legal case set to go to trial in a few weeks; and 3) the 
owners have made several misrepresentations to the Council and others regarding the history of 
the tree and their care for it. At a minimum, this decision needs to be tabled until the completion 
of the trial currently set for June 6, 2011. 

The Tree Does Not Satisfy the Criteria for Landmark Status 

At the subcommittee hearing on May 10,2011 , the subcommittee had before it only one 
arborist report; that of MacNair & Associates. However, in the deliberation by the 
subcommittee no one discussed the findings of this arborist or included it in their deliberations. 
As set forth in the attached report from Consulting Arborist James MacNair (Exhibit A), in his 
opinion, the tree in question is not entitled to receive landmark status as it does not satisfy the 
criteria determined relevant by the San Francisco Urban Forestry Council. 

Specifically, he states that the tree is not "rare." Indeed, it is considered an invasive 
species and is on the "weed list" assembled in the California Invasive Plant Inventory. He does 
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note that the is large older than most other trees of species; notes that it is 
U<;;;I..,Q.u;,<;;; this generally succumbs to structural failures at younger Indeed, this 
if it is as mature as the property O\A-ner and her arborist suspect, is already past upper range 
life typical for an urban enviromnent and would therefore be in decline. notes 
condition is "marginal" due to relative low vigor, marginal color, and poor wound 

rates, as well as root injury which had been documented by the own 
arborist 2005 during construction Mr. MacNair also notes a lower 
trunk defect" that could be indicative of an internal fracture or decay-as acacias of this and 

are "highly susceptible to decay and sudden trunk or limb failure." 

Mr. MacNair also each of the enviromnental factors and finds no overriding 
with regard to wildlife habitat, a factor discussed by the 

subcommittee, Mr. MacNair found "no or important habitat value" describing it as an 
"exotic, with no other than bird nesting or with no 
nests having been observed. is no dispute that, it is not visible from the street, that it 

to no cultural or neighborhood contribution. Indeed, for the homeowners on Broadway, 
it is a detriment. 

The Tree Was Nominated Solely as Litigation Tactic 

It would be advisable for the Council to consult with the City Attorney the 
potentiaJ consequences to the City involving itself in a matter currently 
accordingly, we have copied the city attorneys' on this opposition. attachments 
demonstrate that nomination was made solely to impact the pending litigation between the 
two property owners, and to both delay impact resolution of that matter, which is set trial 
on June 6, 2011. 

Both Ms. von Bothmer and her admit that the nomination was made solely as a 
litigation tactic. Andrew P. Setar, the for von Bothmers submitted a declaration 

under penalty of pe~iury in support of his motion to continue (delay) the that 
landmark tree nomination was made at his recommendation. 

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of his April 11, Declaration 
where he "Shortly I was to represent Mr. and Mrs. von Bothmer, I evaluated 
the prospects for landmark designation the von Bothmer's 80-year old and 
concluded that it was likely the would be such designation." 
"The opposition is Hatly wrong in this regard, as landmark status is a factor directly on 
the outcome of this case pursuant to the Tree Dispute Resolution Ordinance Section 
824(b )(8)(V). paragraph 17 at and paragraph 18 at p.5: 1-4). directly 
contradicts Ms. von application which states that two arborists recommended 

it was 



however, to is that it is also being as a way 
(frpprnpnt that Mr. von Bothmer entered with Mr. Tuesday 

over 8 hours (in consultation with Mr. coming up 
with an balanced the von Bothmers' stated concerns of privacy screening, 

two gentlemen 

to, we may well be in violation of Ordinance 1 of 
of 

in 

May 
3 

Following subcommittee we discovered more documentation 
this nomination is nothing more tactic. C are communications 

Ms. von Bothmer her produced by her arborist Roy at his deposition 
in which Ms. von Bothmer maligns this think Bonapart's mean-spirited 

displayed at hearing actually our as well as her attorney's note to 
Mr. Leggitt advising that they are pursuing a "double to obtain landmark status. 

with Mr. Ellison's concerns restoration. date, Ms. von Bothmer has 
refused to the that her husband and instead is attempting to use this 
process to thwart a settlement. She just found out that if we were to cut the acacia down 
to level Ellison! Andy had 
Public Works Code, our tree is temporarily bound to and 
Landmark process since it received approval by the subcommittee 
Council. Thus, there is a very real possibility that we could be sued by someone 
if we violate this Ordinance. III when negotiating with Mr. Ellison 
tomolTow.,,1 

The Owners Made Several Misrepresentations Regarding the Tree 

The tree at issue had been topped historically, as had other trees on the property, by 
previous owners so as not to a obstruction. von Bothmers purchased the property 
2004 allowed that tree, as well as other to grow into the views from 2850 Broadway. 

Landmark 

Mr. saw tree in 1 when he was working for Davey who had 
been asked by prior owner to come to the Mr. returned in 2005 at 
request of the von Bothmers' landscape when 

which included removal of 
and a pool installation. Mr. 

to the construction activity. 

IThe settlement agreement signed by Mr. von Bothmer and Mr. a 
confidentiality provision (with the exception of enforcement same) and so we do not attach it 
to this Opposition since this is a matter public we will bring it to the hearing 
in case there are questions about it and Mr. is with its terms as he was involved 

the specifications including trim and a schedule for phased crown reduction. III 
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Mr. Leggitt the on April 20, 2005, and prepared a field report. A copy 
report is attached hereto as Mr. 
been performed caused root damage tree protection measures be 

also recommended that a tree protection plan to prevent further 
tree. In tum, Ms. Amundsen, the von Bothmers' landscape 
to them that they with tree The von Bothmers 

refused to authorize tree to cost (the von Bothmers were 
to only $600 plan that Mr. Leggitt estimated would cost $900). 

Mr. and landscape architect attached as 

in deposition, at all the tree 
his in 1995 and no recollection as to the inspection of the tree in 2005 

other than what was in his field report. a tree being proposed for landmark 
status would stand out in the mind arborist purporting to be the one recommending it 
such __,,,,..,«_u 

Butler, by Mrs. von Bothmer as 

HH',",l1~"'-'u. the tree under penalty 


performed work on von Bothmer property on three occasions in 2005 and 2007, and 
never worked on the acacia. declaration attached as to 
form, there is no evidence that Butler health in 2006 or 
any work at the property since 2007. 

In 2008 the von Bothmers hired Lockfeld, who was unlicensed and ULUH.)'.u to 
perform work on tree, which included removing major scaffold limbs from the tree (a major 
alteration that completely the form and structure of the for reduction. 

Perhaps the most misrepresentation made by the OVvTIers is they have stated, 
their application presentation made to subcommittee, that the tree is 

"'F,A."~k'-'~ in California's Big (but was as a Golden rather 
than a Blackwood Ms. von Bothmer is well aware, 

arborist reports written by 
was incorrect. Exhibit G is the information 

is what actually appears on the 
subcommittee rerl~re:nce:a 

in not 

The importance the deletion is not simply that the was 

itself was called into question. Indeed, Ms. von Bothmer in her deposition taken 


the tree is "half' the bought property. Mr. 

testified the in crown (not following 

hazard pruning performed to remove major scaffold limbs leaning in direction of 
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Botluner home and that of her neighbors.1 

The documentation submitted by Ms. von Bothmer also inaccurately reflects the "work" 
performed on the acacia. (Exhibit I). This chart purports to demonstrate the work performed on 
the acacia by the von Botluners. However, the actual invoices do not reflect work performed on 
the acacia, but include other gardening services performed on the property. Perhaps the most 
flagrant misrepresentation is the reference to tree work to be performed by Professional Tree 
Care on May 18,2011. The von Botluners have accused Professional Tree Care of wrongful 
conduct in the pending litigation. Ms. von Bothmer contacted Professional Tree Care allegedly 
to provide an estimate for tree work, but in actuality had them come to the property in order to 
question employees about other matters involved in the litigation. Needless to say, once 
Professional Tree Care became aware of these actions, they cancelled their appointment and do 
not plan on performing any tree work for the von Bothmers. 

Finally, the nomination form indicates that the tree has received coverage in "print, 
internet, video media, etc." However, the only evidence that the property was featured in any sort 
of media, was through the Sotheby's sales brochure. 

In conclusion, the tree at issue does not satisfy the criteria of a landmark tree and the 
nomination was made as a litigation tactic. We respectfully request that the Council deny the 
nomination, or at a minimum, table it. 

Yours truly, 

6dK41~~ 

Barri Kaplan Bonapart 

BKB/sg 
ends. 
cc: Alicia Cabrera, Esq., Office of the San Francisco City Attorney 

(via email alicia.cabrera@sfgov.org 

10ne of the letters of support from the American Forests was also obtained by Ms. Von 
Bothmer based on her providing false information regarding the size, species, and incorrect 
designation on the register. Another letter of support purported to have been written by a 
neighbor Sam Husbands, according to Ms. Von Bothmer's deposition testimony, was actually 
written by Ms. Von Bothmer herself and given to Mr. Husbands to sign who is currently very ill. 
Finally, most of the alleged photography in Ms. von Bothmer's power point presentation (e.g., 
photos of parrots and hawk and other wildlife) was stock photography and not taken on the 
property or anywhere near it. 
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MAC~A[I\ 

ASSOCIATES 

CONSUlJJNC ARIIORJSTS AND HOR'ftCUL1URISTS 

May 9,2011 

TO: San Francisco Urban Forestry Council 

RE: Von Bothmer Blackwood Acacia and Landmark Tree Application 

Dear SFUFC Members: 

I am providing my opinion on whether the blackwood acacia (Acacia melanoxylon) growing in the 
rear yard of the Von Bothmer residence at 2853 Vallejo Street is an appropriate tree for landmark 
status as described in the San Francisco Ordinance 0017-06 and Public Works Code 810. I have 
evaluated this tree as part of a legal dispute pertaining to view obstructions caused by this and 
other trees growing on the Von Bothmer property. 

My understanding of the landmark tree designation is to identify trees "because of their unusual 
size, historic or cultural significance, critical habitat, and other ecological factors or unique 
characteristics' (FAQ Page SF Landmark Tree Program). Following is a summary of my 
observations on the condition of the tree and my opinion as to its appropriateness for landmark tree 
status. 

Rarity: 

1.) 	 Raritv- Blackwood acacia is native to Ausfraliaand was introduced into the California 
landscape in the late 1800s. It is common tree in the San Francisco Bay region due to its 
climatic adaptability to California's Mediterranean climate. It is adaptable to the pOint that it 
naturalizes in native woodlands and is listed within the California Invasive Plant Inventory 
(http://www.cal-ipc.org/ip/inventory/weedlist.php) as an invasive species. 

The tree was previously misidentified as Acacia pycnanatha (golden wattle) and listed as 
such in the California Registry of Big Trees. The tree has since been removed from the 
registry. 

Physical Characteristics: 

2.) Size and Age- The size of the tree is not exceptional and is typical for trees of this age. It is 
an older specimen than typically seen, as a majority of blackwood acacia usually succumb 
to structural failures at younger ages. 

3.) Condition- This specific blackwood acacia is a mature tree with a trunk diameter of 39 
inches (at 4.5 feet above average grade). I have characterized its health as marginal due to 
its relatively. low vigor compared to healthy blackwood acacia, with below average annual 
shoot growth, low foliage density, marginal foliage color. and poor wound closure rates. 
The tree has not been well maintained over the years and may very well be in an early 
stage of decline due to its age. excessive pruning, and root injury. 

The tree was substantially pruned in 2008 with large diameter limbs removed from the lower 
portion of the crown. In 2005, a pool and retaining wall was installed near the tree as part of 
a fandscape project with no apparent tree protection plan In place. I believe the low vigor of 
the tree is due to this severe pruning. which likely removed more than 35% of the live 
crown, and significant root disturbance1l0ss due to the pool and wall construction . 

POST OFFICE BOX [150 • GLEN ELLEN. CA 95442 • PHONE: 707,938.1822 

http://www.cal-ipc.org/ip/inventory/weedlist.php
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Von Bothmer Blackwood Acacia and landmark Status Discussion 
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Structurally, the tree may have a significant lower trunk defect. There is a long seam in the 
lower trunk that is often an indication of an internal fracture or decay. Acacias of this age 
and size are highly to and sudden trunk or limb failure. 

Historical: 

4.) Historical- Other than likely dating to the original house construction, this tree would not 
have any historical significance. 

Environmental: 

!:r'Q.!I!l!l5tJJ.tli!lQl~~fl!i!!!llli!: The tree is a dominant landscape feature to the rear yard 
of the property, but has not been well maintained. 

6.) hQ~~tl!!a!.!ill'1.- This neighborhood and the immediately adjacent properties have a 
of trees. 

1.) As a dominant tree there are shading impacts on 
adjacent trees. Adjacent trees typically have low crown to height ratios and 
vigor due to this shading impact. 

VL!'ill2l!!!.J]lL.e!&Q~ill>!!LfJ[QI!l.!:'YPIi£.B.!£t!:l!::91':'!J.:m: The top of the tree can be viewed from 

No positive or negative influence identified. 

10.) No or important habitat value associated with this 
tree or tree species. The tree is an exotic, non-native with no benefits, other than 
for bird nesting or perching. No nests were observed in this tree, likely due to the 
substantial pruning that removed most of the lower and interior small diameter limbs and 

and the low foliage 

11.) The root system likely provides a degree of soil stability. although the 
property is terraced with permanent landscape plantings. Soil water absorption would not 
be significant in winter months due to low seasonal evapo-transpiration rates and minimal 
water uptake by trees in this season. 

12.} Umited wind buffering is likely, although most of the foliage is at 
the top of the crown structure and ineffective. Sound attenuation would not be Significant. 
Plants and especially trees with open exposed limb structures are not effective sound 
barriers. 

Cultural: 

13.) ~lt!m~IhQru:ul.lml·~!lliillQrUillJ:t9m!r!Q.lillQ!J: 

residential rear yard setting. 
oi.... hr.,..,'., 

It is not a dominant street or front yard 
tree and has limited visibility to Its only significant attribute is its 
large stature as a dominant tree in 

It is my professional opinion that this tree should not qualify as a landmark tree based upon the 
characteristics described in the Landmark Tree Program literature. 

MacNair and Associates 
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Please contact me with any or if additional information is required. 

Sincerely. 
James 
MacNair 

James MacNair 
International Society of Arboriculture Certified Amorist WEc0603A 
Member American Society of Arboricultural Consultants 

MacNair and Associates 
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ANDREW SCLAR, [SBN 112022] 
CYNTHIA M. SODMAN, Esq. [SBN 217988] 
ERICKSEN ARBUTHNOT 
100 Bush Suite 900 
San 94104 
Telephone:(415) 362.07126 
Facsimile: (415) 362-6401 

Attorney for Defendants 
JANE VON BOTHMER and BERNARD VON BOTHMER 

SUPERIOR COURT OF OF CALIFORNIA 

IN AND FOR COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

LAWRENCE J. ELLISON. 
INDIVIDUALLY AND AS TRUSTEE OF 
THE LAWRENCE J. ELLISON 
REVOCABLE TRUST uldldl DECEMBER 
8, 1995, AS AMENDED 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

JANE VON BOTHMER, BERNARD 
VON BOTHMER, DOES 1 through 
10, inclusive, 

Defendants. 

1. ANDREW P. SCLAR, declare: 

CASE NO. CGC-1O-501041 

DECLARATION OF ANDREW P. 
SCLAR IN REPLY PLAINTIFFS' 
oPPOSmON TO MOTION TO 
CONTINUE TRIAL 

DATE: MAY 2011 
TIME: 9:30 a.m. 
DEPT.: 206 

1. I am an attorney llc~:nse:a to practice law before all the State and a "".,."!"'It"",,. at 

Ericksen, Arbuthnot, attorneys of record for defendant VON BOTHMER and BERNARD 

VON 

2. 	 I make this declaration of my own personal knowledge, except matters are stated 

information belief. Ifcalled to thereto.I could would 

3. My firm was reta:med to't"i'nlrA<1p:nT and Mrs. von Bothmer lllL\,t-1V,lOH••U 2011. Before 

I was officially retained, I had communications with plaintiff's attorney Bonapart. my 

DECLARATION OF ANDREW P. SCLAR IN REPLY TO OPPOSITION 
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initial communications with Ms. Bonapart, on or about March 10, 2011, I specifically told that 

I believed it would be necessary for my firm to bring a motion to continue the trial for a number 

reasonsy including to allow for my firm to conduct reasonable discovery and to engage in 

reasonable follow-up discovery based on information and documents procured in initial round 

of discovery. 

4. Ms. Bonapart advised me during that initial conversation and otherwise that she was 

"unavailable" for two of the weeks before the current discovery cut-off, including the last week. 

She also advised that under no circumstances would she be willing to allow any discovery to 

occur after the discovery cut-off, including continuations of depositions before the 

discovery cut-off. 

5. I am informed and that prior to my retention no depositions had V ••A..... ,....'" in the 

case and very little written discovery h.ad been exchanged, as parties had been focusing on 

attempts to negotiate a compromise. I am further informed and believe was an 

unsuccessful mediation shortly before my firm's retention. 

6. I attempted to work cooperatively with Ms. Bonapart scheduling depositions. As r have 

reviewed documents, attended some depositions conducted by Ms. Bonapart, and the 

deposition of plaintiff and pJaUlIlIr property .u<>-""'!; .... I have learned of numerous sources of 

information I diligently formal and informal discovery from those 

sources. I sought an "early date" for of plaintiff and his property manager, Mr. 

McPherson. As I became familiar with numerous documents and factual disputed in the 

case, it became very dear to me that each of those witnesses would require at least a full day of 

deposition. 

7. I informed Ms. Bonapart promptly upon reaching that realization and' advised her that 

although I would begin the deposition of ~r. McPherson and Mr. Ellison, I did not believe it was 

reasonably likely that both depositions could be concluded a single day. 

8. I the deposition or Mr. McPherson in the morning of April 8.2011. I from 

Mr. McPherson contact information and information which gave to 

1 am pursuing. I not Mr. McPherson a question that was not relevant QC-n"Tf"lCV 

DECLARATION OF ANDREW P. SCLAR IN REPLY TO OPPOSITION 
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and/or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 1 note that Ms. 

Bonapart's declaration states -without any support- that I asked irrelevant questions. This is 

simply not true, and I was very surprised to see Ms. Bonapart's declaration under penalty of 

perjury making what I believe she knows to be a false statement. 

9. We proceeded in the McPherson deposition diligently, with minimal if any breaks, until 

approximately 12: 15 p.m. At time I inquired of the court reporter and others whether they wished 

to take a lunch break, given that we had scheduled the start of Mr. Ellison's deposition for 1:00 

p.m. As it was extremely clear that there was no way the McPherson deposition could conclude 

on that day without keeping Mr. Ellison waiting for several hours, aJl concerned agreed that we 

would adjourn the McPherson deposition at or aboutl2:20 so that we could have a lunch break 

before beginning the Ellison deposition at 1:00. 

10. I asked for a prompt date for the resumption of Mr. McPherson's deposition, as I expected 

that I would learn significant information from him that would give rise to other reasonable 

discovery requests. 

11. This is a case in which the plaintiff seeks to cut or remove an Acacia, which I am 

informed to believe is over 80 years old, and three Redwood trees, which I am informed to believe 

are over 50 years old. Plaintiff alleges that when he acquired the property in 1988, he had better 

views that he has today, and he seeks to "restore" the purportedly better views under the San 

Francisco Tree Dispute Resolution Ordinance, a true and correct of which is attached hereto as 

Exhibit A. 

12. A key component of plaintiffs case is plaintiffs burden of proving that he had 

unobstructed views at the time he acquired the property. I am informed and believe that the trees 

growing on my clients' property (then owned by my clients' predecessor) obstructed views from 

the Ellison property at the time Mr. Ellison acquired it. Most of the discovery in the case pertains 

to the identity of persons who visited the Ellison property, performed work at the Ellison property, 

and/or took photographs of the view from the Ellison property. All of questions asked of Mr. 

McPherson in his deposition were reasonably calculated to leam the identity of such persons 

from whom follow-up discovery could be solicited. 

-3
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13. While the deposition of Mr. Ellison was scheduled to begin at 1:00 p.m., Mr. Ellison did 

not arrive for his deposition until approximatefy 1:15. I diligently proceeded through several 

areas of questioning (which again was calculated to lead to the identity of persons with knowledge 

and/or documents/photographs relevant to this case.) . 

14. I read with amazement Ms. Bonapart's declaration in which she falsely stated that I 

adjourned the Ellison deposition because I told her I "was tired". I said no such thing. Instead, 

the Ellison deposition was adjourned for the day, by mutual agreement, after I indicated that I had 

several hours of questioning to go, that I had a social engagement on the night of the deposition, 

and after I further solicited the peferences of others in the room, including the court reporter. I 

asked Ms. Bonapart and Mr. Ellison to advise me then of dates on which the Ellison deposition 

could be continued. They were unable to do so, but subsequently provided a date (May 17,2011) 

less than three weeks before the currently scheduled trial. 

15. While I have advised that I anticipate the need for multiple hours to complete the 

deposition of plaintiff, the request to resume the Ellison deposition in the morning of May 17 has 

so far not been agreed to. Instead, in an apparent effort to limit the scope of questioning, Ms. 

Bonapart's office has suggested a start time of 3:00 p.m. I reluctantly agreed to that start time 

with the express understanding that if they insist on starting so late in the day, they should be 

prepared to work late into the evening in an effort to complete the deposition. 

16. I fully expect that at the resumption of the Ellison deposition and the McPherson 

deposition, I will learn additional infonnation, including the identity of additional persons with 

discoverable infonnation, that will lead to additional discovery on the issues relevant to this 

. litigation. 

17. Shortly after I was retained to represent Mr. and Mrs. von Bothrner, I evaluated the 
" .--- -_._---

prospects for landmark designation for the von Bothmer's 80-year old Acacia and I concluded that 
- --_._._------_.. .---~ --_.

it was likely the Acacia would be given such designation. For this reason, and not for any other 
..._.__..._.. _- ~-----~ ..-- ...--~. _.-----.._--- . ._---

reason, I recommended that my client pursue landmark designation. This pursuit is made in 
---._.,,-.,..•-_ .- - - -. . .. ,---

complete good faith and not for the purpose of delaying the trial, as Ms. Bonapart asserts without 
. ---"---------,- -- ----..

any support. 

-4
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18. The opposition asserts that whether the Acacia is granted landmark status is irrelevant to 

the case, and should have no bearing on whether the court grants the instant Motion to Continue. 

The opposition is flatly wrong in this regard, as landmark status is a factor directly bearing on the 

outcome of this case pursuant to the Tree Dispute Resolution Ordinance Section 824(b)(8)(V). 

19. Based on the investigation I have conducted to date, I am informed and believe that there 

is substantial evidence indicating that plaintiff, or someone working on plaintiff's behalf, has 

repeatedly trespassed on my clients' property (during their ownership and before) for the purpose 

of cutting trees on my clients' property to "self-help" plaintiff create a view that he did not 

previously have. I am further informed and believe that plaintiff is using in this case photographs 

of the view he created to attempt to sustain his burden of proving that he had unobstructed views 

at the time he purchased his property. 

20. I have been engaged in investigation, not yet completed, to confirm this trespassing and 

malicious damage to trees by or on behalf of plaintiff. I would be pleased to share with the court 

on an in camera basis the specifics of my internal investigation in this regard. I also am 

conducting discovery including the deposition of various individuals from the tree cutting service 

hired by plaintiff whose men were found by Mrs. von Bothmer in the von Bothmer trees. 

21. I expect to be in a position to make a definitive recommendation on pursuing a cross-

complaint for trespass and malicious damage to timber in the near future. The depositions of the 

tree cutting company are scheduled for May 5, 201] . 

22. Every activity I have engaged in since I was retained to represent the defendants in this 

case has been oriented toward conducting a reasonable and thorough investigation and discovery 

so that all relevant evidence can be presented at the time of trial. 

23. I sincerely believe that significant follow-up discovery is necessary so that there can be a 

full airing of all relevant issues at the tinle of trial. I also believe that unless the trial is continued, 

defendants will be deprived of the opportunity to gather and present all relevant facts and legal 

argument. 

24. I have been, and remain more than willing to cooperate with plaintiff and his counsel in 

finding alternative dates for trial that accommodate the schedules of all concerned parties. 1 am 

-5
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not aware of any prejudice that would result to plaintiff or plaintiff's counsel by continuing the 

trial and the discovery cut-off SO that all issues in this complex case can be' 

discovered/investigated and so that the trial can result in a resolution based on the merits of the 

dispute. I am sincerely concerned that if the trial and discovery dates are not continued, 

defendants will not have access to rel~vant information and photographs and that the trial could 

result in a miscarriage ofjustice. 

25. I note that the opposition papers, in an apparent attempt to prejudice the court against 

defendants, falsely state that defendants have not complied with discovery requests. I am 

informed and believe that all responsive documents were produced by my predecessor and that 

there is absolutely no merit to plaintiffs pending motion to compel. 

26. I have at all times acted diligently since being retained on this case. I was out of state 

during the week of March 21, and I caused the current motion to be filed as soon as practicable 

after I returned. 

27. While I believe we need a 120 day continuance of trial and discovery cut-off to allow for 

me to complete discovery and investigation, I would be amenable to a longer continuance if 

necessary to allow Ms. Bonapart to recover from the knee surgery she represents she has 

scheduled. 

I declare, under penalty of perjury of the Laws of the state of California, that the foregoing 

is true and correct. 

Executed on this 26th day of April 2011 at San 'lJpiSCO, 

-6
DECLARATION OF ANDREW P. SCLAR IN REPLY TO OPPOSITION 
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Jane von Bothmer <vonbothmer@yahoo.com> 

Re: Landmark Tree Status Application is moving forward!! 


Date: May 10. 2011 9:38:42 PM PDT 

To: 
 Jane von Bothmer <vonbothmer@yahoocom>, Andy Sclar 


<asclar@ericksenarbuthnotcom>, Bernard von Bothmer 

<bvonbothmer@yahoo.com>, Cynthia Soliman 

<csoliman@ericksenarbuthnot.com>, Julie Farrah 

<jIarrah@ericksenarbuthnot.com>, Garth Drozin <gdrozin@slfesq,com> 


Ce' 
 Vicki Balfour <Balfour, Victoria@gmaiLcom>. Marie Hurabiell 

<mhurabie@yahoo,com> 


PS Here was the ";;>~'UlGLL!ULl, which was set to the songs "Here Comes the SlID" and "I Can See Clearly Now the Rain 
Has Gone"." 

File sent: LandmarkTreePresentationMay 1 0-20 
Recipients sent to: csoliman@ericksenarbuthnot.com 
File will be stored for 14 days 

Link to file: 

File too for email? Try at '..!..>.>.t:L!.!..l.U.~~=~~~ 

From: Jane lion Bothmer <IIonbothmer@yahoo.com> 

To: Andy Sdar <asclar@ericksenarbuthnot.com>; Bemard lion Bothmer <bvonbothmer@yahoo.com>; Cynthia Soliman 

<csoliman@ericksenarbuthnot.com>; Julie Farrah <jfarrah@ericksenarbuthnot.com> 

ee: Vicki Balfour <Balfour.Victoria@gmail.com>; Marie Hurabiell <mhurabie@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Tue, May 10, 2011 9:00:45 PM 

Subject: Landmark Tree Status Application is moving forward!! 


Hi aJl- !! Our majestic acacia was approved to move forward with our nomination for the Landmark 
Tree status! (I think Bonapart's mean-spirited tactics displayed at helped our casc. 

mailto:mhurabie@yahoo.com
mailto:Balfour.Victoria@gmail.com
mailto:jfarrah@ericksenarbuthnot.com
mailto:csoliman@ericksenarbuthnot.com
mailto:bvonbothmer@yahoo.com
mailto:asclar@ericksenarbuthnot.com
mailto:IIonbothmer@yahoo.com
mailto:csoliman@ericksenarbuthnot.com
mailto:jIarrah@ericksenarbuthnot.com
mailto:csoliman@ericksenarbuthnot.com
mailto:bvonbothmer@yahoo.com
mailto:vonbothmer@yahoo.com


Now the application must before the city council, and apparently they generally with the decision made by the 
Urban Council (but of course, this isn't a given). With our note below (I'll ask him to fix the address). 
we should have an even better application! 

Thanks to Cynthia for her "rock star" efforts in geuing the presentations at literally one before the buzzer, thanks 
to Bernard for his awesome AV equipment which made the presentation rock, thanks to Julie for remaining level-headed 
after Bonapart tried to throw grandpa Acacia into the bonfire, and thanks to Roy for his reassuring presence and 
quick rebuttal to Bonapart's 

Yeah! Jane 

P.S. We definitely could have used a report from Leggitt. as Bonapart was quick to point out that the only arborist report 
the Council had was Ellison's MacNair report (thanks to lulia for reiterating to the committee that MacNair could not 
correctly identify the of acacia we had), But we need our own report! 

From: Mark K. <mark@mark[hegardener.com> 

To: Jane von Bothmer <vonbothmer@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Tue, May 10, 2011 5:31:08 PM 

Subject: Re: Garden Treee 


Dear Urban Forestry Council, 

I have been the part time gardener for the past five years for the von Bothmer family at 2841 Val/ejo Street, San Francisco. 

On this property is a large majestic Acacia tree. On all of my maintenance visits, I can confirm that the amount of wildlife, including, redlail 

hawks, great horned owl. and Cooper's Hawk. The Acacia tree appears to be used by all three of these birds and more. On my most recent 

trip, a retail hawk was seen with a large rodent in its mouth, perched on one of the limbs of Ihe Acacia tree. 

I could no! image what would happen to these birds and other wild life if the Acacia tree was removed. .. . . 

This tree should be given landmark Tree status, as it sefl/es not only the greenery of San FranClsco, but also IS a major part of the WIldlife of 

San Francisco 

Sincerely, 
Mark Kmele\z 
10 Ford Street 
San Francisc, CA 
415-701-0712 

1----- 0 

mailto:vonbothmer@yahoo.com
http:mark@mark[hegardener.com


..A Sclar" <asclar@ericksenarbuthnot.com> 

von Bothmer Acacia landmarking 

March 31,2011 14:19 PM PDT 

'''Roy C. Leggitt III'" <rcI3@mindspring.com> 

"'Juiie Farrah'" <jfarrah@ericksenarbuthnot.com> 

<asclar@ericksenarbuthnot.com> 

1 Attachment. 15.4 KB 

Roy 

As you know, Jane wants to proceed with a double track effort to obtain landmark 
status. She is pursuing on her own and Julie Farrah of my office is also pursuing. 

I don't know whether it makes sense to try to get two nominations. Perhaps we 
should try both courses until we get a nomination. 

Jul may be contacting you for a health report or otherwise. 

Thanks. 

Andy 

Andrew P. Sclar, Esq 

Ericksen Arbuthnot 
100 Bush Street, Suite 900 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
Phone (415)362-7126 ext 
Fax (415) 362-6401 
asc\ar@ericksenarbuthnot.com 
www.ericksenarbuthnot.com 

http:www.ericksenarbuthnot.com
mailto:asc\ar@ericksenarbuthnot.com
mailto:asclar@ericksenarbuthnot.com
mailto:jfarrah@ericksenarbuthnot.com
mailto:rcI3@mindspring.com
mailto:asclar@ericksenarbuthnot.com


Jane von Bothmer <vonbothmer@yahoo.com> 
Ordinance 17-06 of the Public Works Code for Landmark Trees 
May 23,2011 6:51 :35 AM PDT 

Marie Hurabiell <mhurabie@yahoo.com> 

Roy Leggitt <rcl3 mindspring.com> 


Hi Marie ~ 

I just found out that if we were to cut the down to the level Ellison/Andy had to, 
we may well be in violation of Ordinance 17-06 of the Public Works Code, since our tree IS 

temporarily bound to the rules and regulations of the Landmark Tree process since it received 
approval by the subcommittee of the Urban Council. there is a very real 
possibility that we could be sued someone in the city if we violate this Ordinance. 
Please keep this in mmd when negotiating with Mr. Ellison tomorrow. 

Landmark Tree Regulations: 

Ordinance 17-06 of the Public Works Code: 

Jane 

http:mindspring.com
mailto:mhurabie@yahoo.com
mailto:vonbothmer@yahoo.com
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APR 20 2001 1:28PH HP lASERJET 3280 

Roy C. Leggitt, JfI 
Consulting Arb(!)l'ist 

3109 Sacramento Street 

San Francisco, CA 94115 

Member.Amer'~ Sodllt}i of Consulting Arborisls 

Certified Arlxlrist. JlltemiilionaJ Society of ArboriculllJre 
 •fax 415.1121.771 1 smail RCL3@!!))ndopinq.csm 

FIELD REPORT · DATE PAGE -L OF ..-L 

mailto:RCL3@!!))ndopinq.csm
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$600 
. 

tree and 
arborist on sile when to 'make sure the 

Print • Close Window 

OiltO: 1'1111,21 Apr 2005 15:~6:'13 ·0700 (PDT) 


From: ")ilI1Q VOIl Oolhmor" <vonbolilmcr@Y;1hOQ,CQ!l» 


Subject: Trenchillg ill Trees 

To: orlgillill.,chuck@sbcglolw1.net 

cc: "JilllC' VOl) OQlIlI\1C'r (£'-111;\11)" <vonllothmer@yalloo,conl>, "Annie Amundsen" <illlnle@SllZl1lilI1Colc,coll1> 

Chuch Jr. and 


Can you work with Annie Amundsen at Suzman Cole on anything Ihat may Irnpaclthe exterior landscaping? We 

are very concerned about the health or the trees outside, and wanl to ensure Ihallhey are well protected. Also, we wanl 

to ensure that the work Ihat Is being done won't adversely Impact the overall of the front & back yards, 


Thanks! 


Jane von Bothmer 

812-331-1682 

Annie Amundsen <annle®suzmancole.com> wrote: 

Bernard, 

Altached our response to Jane's similar questions on the trenching, 

We were expecting trenching Ihewes! property line (just nol done in a way Ihal damages the tree), At a 
minimum, we'd want room for screening between the fence and new stairs in Ihat area, The utilities shouldn't 
interfere since the trench is along the property line, 

You bring up the important issue of good communication between team members. Ilhink it might be helpful if 
the request came from you or Jane that Original Construction discuss any work that the landscape wilh 
us before they proceed. Soon they'll have the permit sel to refer 10, but even with we stiU need to 
communicate with each other 10 make sure all goes as planned. 

Annie 

",;;~i~~' Message--._c 
From: AnnleAmundsen [mailto:annle@suzmancole,com) 

Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2005 10:28 AM 

To: 'Jane von Bothmer' 

SUbject: RE: arch at street and at trees 


Jane, 


Based on Vlhat I heard from Chuck Jr, the trenching hdhe reil[ garden was for running fulureutnitiesto the pool 

and the trenching in the front garden was to get power to the front for the gate!ock and camera, Inour 

opinion, the location of the trenching is probably Me. but Ihe they've used are not good for Ihe trees. 

We weren't aware Ihat Ihey had done this workllntil wesaw it We haven't worked with Original Conslruction 


but our firsl impression of Ihem, based onlhistrenching, is thatll)ey may be a little cavalier aboul 
working around trees. We've made it clear 10 Chuck iJr that we wanl Ihem to use the utmost care around the 
trees, It might nol hurt [or you or Bernard to stress Ihis 10 them also. 

This brings up the issue of having proper 
AcaCia. We'd like to gel a preservation report soon 
around that tree. The arborist's estimate 
during trenching. wall construction, 
Considering the visual . of 
house; we may also want 

000072 

mailto:annle@suzmancole,com
http:annle�suzmancole.com
mailto:orlgillill.,chuck@sbcglolw1.net


is an image of the trenching 
roots which have been cut and 

the 
Attached 

can see pieces the large Acacia 
up against the tree. 

•
slructurol rools aro kopllntnct. 

Hegmds, 
Annie 

--"--Orlglnal 
From: Jane von Bothmer [mallto:vonbothmer@yahoo,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2005 6:33 PM 
To: Annie Amundsen 
Subject: Re: arch at street and trenching at trees 

lNny was this trenching work done? 

Also, I don't think I want to redo the arch at this time. I would like to keep as much of the original house 
as possible. 

Annie Amundsen <annle-@suzmanco/e,com> wrote: 

Jane and Bernard, 

ArchlWaH at street '. . ..,.... " " " 
Jane and I talked tOdayabdLit iMe'tlesire t6havethes!uccowali at the 
street higher (orthepalh behlnd''iower)~fo(addedsecudtytromthe street. 
I no!icedac[ac~in:ttie~tuccpat the topq(theaYch;end GDUPI< qr said' , 
that incuttin'g ihtolhatwaU to install thErca'mer~'$Ystem:they Oisqovered 
that the wO()dfrarhing' inside the arChis' f6tteni.lflook's Hke'Waier il'as' 
been getting in foi-sOme.time. Giventhat"yollct'p'robab.ly lik~ to raise that 
wall anyway for security reaso'ns and it looks like the, existing one will 
have a limited life span OOcause of the rot, we thoughtIt might be " " 
appropriate to rebuild that wall It would also' bean opportunity ,. " 
to improve on the proportions of the We could include this work in the 
permit submittal with the pool and stairs. Please let us know your thoughts. 

Trenching kf trees: ' . 
I spokewjth Chuck 
trees, and he agreed 
Some of the roots of 

have trenched 
an spade, TheY've 
Acacia trunk which can 

Annie 

000073 

http:Giventhat"yollct'p'robab.ly


Roy C. Leggitt, III Thu, Apr 21, 2005 10:43 PM 

Subject: Re: von Bothmer preservation report 
Date: Thursday, April 21, 2005 6:42 PM 
From: Roy C. Leggitt, III <RCL3@mindspring.com> 
To: Annie Amundsen <annie@suzmancole.com> 
Category: Architect - Landscape 

Hi Annie, 

I expec t time requirements to exceed the 4 hour mark by a bit given my approach toward a tree 
protection plan. In addition to simply writing out specifications, I prefer to include 
photographs, diagrams and/or drawings in the report. These graphics help in design, implementation 
and during project management. 

with this type o f approach, it is more realistic to expect 6 hours or $900 . 

Regards, 
Roy 

On 4/2 1 /05 4:40 PM, "Annie Amundsen" <annie@suzrnancole.com> wrote: 

> Roy, 
> 
> The von Bothmers are wondering if you can narrow down your estimate for the 
> report. They are hoping f o r about $600. Letus know if that is doable for 
> you. 
> 
> Thank s, 
> 
> Annie 
> 

mailto:annie@suzrnancole.com
mailto:annie@suzmancole.com
mailto:RCL3@mindspring.com
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Bam Kaplan Bonapart (State Bar No. 120793)
Bonapart & Associates 
Marina. Office Plaza 
2330 M.arin.ship Way. Suite 302 
Sausalito, CA 94965 
Telephone: (41S) 332-3313 
Facsimile: (415) 3324603 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

) Case No. cae 10-501041 
} 
) 
) DECLARATION OF IAN BUTLER 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

1. above 

captioml<i case. I have personal knowledge regarding the facts coo:tai.ned herein 

and ifcalled as a witness oould competently testify the:reto. I have agreed to sign 

De<::laratlOn in lieu at m.y deposition. 

2. I am an ~wi!!'l'who was hired to per:tonntl:'ee work for Mr. and Mrs. von Bothm.er 

at their home located at 2853 Vallejo Street. I was hired once in 2005 and in 

2007 to perform tree work. I attach true and cot:rect copies of invoices the work 

I performed two 

3. The first job I performed December 2005 was to lower the crowns trees in 

OF IAN BUTLER 


http:Bothm.er
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the front yard to restore and maintain the von 1:.KIt:llmers' views fro:m. their home. I 


peri'omed fbis same view restoration work in May of2007. 


4. 	 The wor.k perfonued on June 1; 2007 was to remove trees in the back yard. in the 

area where the pool is now. I removed ODe or two acacia in order tJ) allow more 

light mover the pooL At tlre same time, I was also asked to :remove a couple of 

b1'iJlChes came from or why there were in the yard. It is the only time :{ perfotmed 

worK. in the VOIl Bo'l'h:met's' back yard. 1 perfonned no work an the large w::acia or 

redwood trees. 

I declare l.Jl'lder penalty ofperjury under the laws ofthe StaU: of California that the 

foregoing is true and correct. ExecuU:d this ,tday ofMarch, 2011. at q i ~ J 

California. 
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The acacia was recently identified as a Blackwood Acacia by 

Consulting Arborist Roy Leggitt, and is closely tracking the 


current Champ ... Stay tuned for a heated race! 
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mg 1ree LIst Page 1 of21 

Registry of Big Trees 

Below is a listing of all 317 of California's Big Trees. Scroll 
through the list and when you find a tree, click its camera icon to 
view it California has 110 National Champions and 35 Co 
Champions. 

Questions regarding these listings can be directed to 
Michael Taylor big treescaliforn ia@yahoo 

o Camera icon denotes a tree with available images. 

N t T ho e: rees are I'Isted In alpl abetical order by common name. 

IPhOlosl Common name 
Genus Species 

Iii I Acacia, Bailey 
- Acacia baileyana D Acacia, Black 

Acacia melanoxylon 101 IAcacia, Black 
- Acacia melanoxylon 

NaIlOrl, I/ C '8 np,on 

~ 
Acacia, Black Wattle 
~cacia decurrens var. 
mollis 

D Acacia, Winter Thorn 
~cacia albida 

IIi I Alder, Italian 
~ IAcer cordata 

rJ
Alder, Red 
Alnus oregona (A. 
rubra) 
r,ufW1l81 .namp,on 

D Alder, White 
~/nus rhombifolia 

~ 
Almond 
Prunus amygdalus 

~~loe 
- _Ioe barbera 

I II 

Girth Height Crown rOinlsl Location Nominator and 
(inches) (feet) Width (city or park) Year Nominated 

(feet) 

EJt=]t]E]IGilrOy 11~99~oWley 
EJDCJEJIHayward 1 1 ~99~owley 

LJDDLJIFremont IBruce Larson 
2004 

LJ[J[JDlcarmel IA.Cowley
1999 

EJEJEJEJlsan Diego Zoo 11~60s1mpson 
EJEJ[]EJIFremont IJacom Halliday 

2006 

LJDDDGOlden Gate Eric Ettlinger 
NatIOnal 2006 
Recreation Area 

EJEJEJEJSpringville IA. Cowley 
(SCI CON) 2004 

LJDDE]Bakersfield L. Barton and A. 
Cowley 
1998 

IE:JEJEJEJlu,c, Irvine IBrandon Williams 
2004 

II II II II II II 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
http://www.ufei.org/bigtrees/bigtreelist.lasso 5/2612011 
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